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Description

Audio Signal Loudness Measurement and Modification in the MDCT Domain.

TechnicalField

The invention relates to audio signal processing. In particular, the invention

relates to the measurement of the loudness of audio signals and to the modification of the

loudness of audio signals in the MDCT domain. The invention includes not only methods

but also corresponding computer programs and apparatus.

References and Incorporation by Reference

"Dolby Digital" ("Dolby" and "Dolby Digital" are trademarks of Dolby

Laboratories Licensing Corporation) referred to herein, also known as "AC-3" is

described in various publications including "Digital Audio Compression Standard (AC-

3)," Doc. A/52A, Advanced Television Systems Committee, 20 August 2001, available

on the Internet at www.atsc.org .

Certain techniques for measuring and adjusting perceived (psychoacoustic

loudness) useful in better understanding aspects the present invention are described in

published International patent application WO 2004/1 11994 A2, of Alan Jeffrey Seefeldt

et al, published December 23, 2004, entitled "Method, Apparatus and Computer Program

for Calculating and Adjusting the Perceived Loudness of an Audio Signal" and in "A

New Objective Measure of Perceived Loudness" by Alan Seefeldt et al, Audio

Engineering Society Convention Paper 6236, San Francisco, October 28, 2004. Said WO

2004/1 11994 A2 application and said paper are hereby incorporated by reference in their

entirety.

Certain other techniques for measuring and adjusting perceived (psychoacoustic

loudness) useful in better understanding aspects the present invention are described in an

international application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty S.N. PCT/US2005/038579,

filed October 25, 2005, published as International Publication Number WO 2006/047600,

entitled "Calculating and Adjusting the Perceived Loudness and/or the Perceived Spectral

Balance of an Audio Signal" by Alan Jeffrey Seefeldt. Said application is hereby

incorporated by reference in its entirety.

Description of the Drawings

FIG. 1 shows a plot of the responses of critical band filters Cb[k] in which 40

bands are spaced uniformly along the Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth (ERB) scale.



FIG. 2a shows plots of Average Absolute Error (AAE) in dB between

an computed using a moving average for various values of T.

FIG. 2b shows plots of Average Absolute Error (AAE) in dB between

and computed using a one pole smoother with various values of T.

FIG. 3a shows a filter response H[k,t] , an ideal brick-wall low-pass filter.

FIG. 3b shows an ideal impulse response, h
1DFT

[n,t] .

FIG. 4a is a gray-scale image of the matrix TD'Fr corresponding to the filter

response H[k,t] of FIG. 3a. In this and other Gray scale images herein, the x and y axes

represent the columns and rows of the matrix, respectively, and the intensity of gray

represents the value of the matrix at a particular row/column location in accordance with

the scale depicted to the right of the image.

FIG 4b is a gray-scale image of the matrix corresponding to the filter

response H[k,t] of FIG. 3a.

FIG. 5a is a gray- scale image of the matrix corresponding to the filter

response H[k,t] of FIG. 3a.

FIG. 5b is a gray-scale image of the matrix corresponding to the filter

response H[k,t\ of FIG. 3a.

FIG. 6a shows the filter response H[k,t\ as a smoothed low-pass filter.

FIG. 6b shows the time-compacted impulse response hIDFT[n,t] .

FIG. 7a shows a gray-scale image of the matrix corresponding to the filter

response H[k,t] of FIG. 6a. Compare to FIG. 4a.

FIG. 7b shows a gray-scale image of the matrix corresponding to the filter

response H[k,t\ of FIG. 6a. Compare to FIG. 4b.

FIG. 8a shows a gray-scale image of the matrix corresponding to the filter

response H[k,t\ of FIG. 6a.

FIG 8b shows a gray-scale image of the matrix corresponding to the filter

response H[k,t] of FIG. 6a.

FIG. 9 shows a block diagram of a loudness measurement method according to

basic aspects of the present invention.



FIG. 10a is a schematic functional block diagram of a weighted power

measurement device or process.

FIG. 10b is a schematic functional block diagram of a psychoacoustic-based

measurement device or process.

FIG. 12a is a schematic functional block diagram of a weighted power

measurement device or process according to aspects of the present invention.

FIG. 12b is a schematic functional block diagram of a psychoacoustic-based

measurement device or process according to aspects of the present invention.

FIG. 13 is a schematic functional block diagram showing an aspect of the present

invention for measuring the loudness of audio encoded in the MDCT domain, for

example low-bitrate code audio.

FIG. 14 is a schematic functional block diagram showing an example of a

decoding process usable in the arrangement of FIG. 13.

FIG. 15 is a schematic functional block diagram showing an aspect of the present

invention in which STMDCT coefficients obtained from partial decoding in a low-bit rate

audio coder are used in loudness measurement.

FIG. 16 is a schematic functional block diagram showing an example of using

STMDCT coefficients obtained from a partial decoding in a low-bit rate audio coder for

use in loudness measurement.

FIG. 17 is a schematic functional block diagram showing an example of an aspect

of the invention in which the loudness of the audio is modified by altering its STMDCT

representation based on a measurement of loudness obtained from the same

representation.

FIG. 18a shows a filter response Filter H[k,t] corresponding to a fixed scaling of

specific loudness.

FIG. 18b shows a gray-scale image of the matrix corresponding to a filter having

the response shown in FIG. 18a.

FIG. 19a shows a filter response H[k,t] corresponding to a DRC applied to

specific loudness.

FIG. 19b shows a gray-scale image of the matrix V cr corresponding to a filter

having the response shown in FIG. 18a.



BackgroundArt

Many methods exist for objectively measuring the perceived loudness of audio

signals. Examples of methods include A, B and C weighted power measures as well as

psychoacoustic models of loudness such as "Acoustics —Method for calculating loudness

level," ISO 532 ( 1975). Weighted power measures operate by taking the input audio

signal, applying a known filter that emphasizes more perceptibly sensitive frequencies

while deemphasizing less perceptibly sensitive frequencies, and then averaging the power

of the filtered signal over a predetermined length of time. Psychoacoustic methods are

typically more complex and aim to better model the workings of the human ear. They

divide the signal into frequency bands that mimic the frequency response and sensitivity

of the ear, and then manipulate and integrate these bands taking into account

psychoacoustic phenomenon such as frequency and temporal masking, as well as the non¬

linear perception of loudness with varying signal intensity. The goal of all methods is to

derive a numerical measurement that closely matches the subjective impression of the

audio signal.

Many loudness measurement methods, especially the psychoacoustic methods,

perform a spectral analysis of the audio signal. That is, the audio signal is converted from

a time domain representation to a frequency domain representation. This is commonly

and most efficiently performed using the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), usually

implemented as a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), whose properties, uses and limitations

are well understood. The reverse of the Discrete Fourier Transform is called the Inverse

Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT), usually implemented as an Inverse Fast Fourier

Transform (IFFT).

Another time-to-frequency transform, similar to the Fourier Transform, is the

Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)3usually used as a Modified Discrete Cosine Transform

(MDCT). This transform provides a more compact spectral representation of a signal and

is widely used in low-bit rate audio coding or compression systems such as Dolby Digital

and MPEG2-AAC, as well as image compression systems such as MPEG2 video and

JPEG. In audio compression algorithms, the audio signal is separated into overlapping

temporal segments and the MDCT transform of each segment is quantized and packed

into a bitstream during encoding. During decoding, the segments are each unpacked, and

passed through an inverse MDCT (IMDCT) transform to recreate the time domain signal.

Similarly, in image compression algorithms, an image is separated into spatial segments

and, for each segment, the quantized DCT is packed into a bitstream.



Properties of the MDCT (and similarly the DCT) lead to difficulties when using

this transform when performing spectral analysis and modification. First, unlike the DFT

that contains both sine and cosine quadrature components, the MDCT contains only the

cosine component. When successive and overlapping MDCT's are used to analyze a

substantially steady state signal, successive MDCT values fluctuate and thus do not

accurately represent the steady state nature of the signal. Second, the MDCT contains

temporal aliasing that does not completely cancel if successive MDCT spectral values are

substantially modified. More details are provided in the following section.

Because of difficulties processing MDCT domain signals directly, the MDCT

signal is typically converted back to the time domain where processing can be performed

using FFT's and IFFT's or by direct time domain methods. In the case of frequency

domain processing, additional forward and inverse FFTs impose a significant increase in

computational complexity and it would be beneficial to dispense with these computations

and process the MDCT spectrum directly. For example, when decoding an MDCT-based

audio signal such as Dolby Digital, it would be beneficial to perform loudness

measurement and spectral modification to adjust the loudness directly on the MDCT

spectral values, prior to the inverse MDCT and without requiring the need for FFT's and

IFFT's.

Many useful objective measurements of loudness may be computed from the

power spectrum of a signal, which is easily estimated from the DFT. It will be

demonstrated that a suitable estimate of the power spectrum may also be computed from

the MDCT. The accuracy of the estimate generated from the MDCT is a function of the

smoothing time constant utilized, and it will be shown that the use of smoothing time

constants commensurate with the integration time of human loudness perception produces

an estimate that is sufficiently accurate for most loudness measurement applications. In

addition to measurement, one may wish to modify the loudness of an audio signal by

applying a filter in the MDCT domain. In general, such filtering introduces artifacts to

the processed audio, but it will be shown that if the filter varies smoothly across

frequency, then the artifacts become perceptually negligible. The types of filtering

associated with the proposed loudness modification are constrained to be smooth across

frequency and may therefore be applied in the MDCT domain.



Properties of the MDCT

The Discrete Time Fourier Transform (DTFT) at radian frequency of a

complex signal x of length N is given by:

In practice, the DTFT is sampled at N uniformly spaced frequencies between 0

and 2π . This sampled transform is known as the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), and

its use is widespread due to the existence of a fast algorithm, the Fast Fourier Transform

(FFT), for its calculation. More specifically, the DFT at bin k is given by:

Th DTFT may also be sampled with an offset of one half bin to yield the Shifted

Discrete Fourier Transform (SDFT):

The inverse DFT (IDFT) is given by

and the inverse SDFT (ISDFT) is given by

Both the DFT and SDFT are perfectly invertible such that

[« ] = X DFT = X ISDFτ n

The point Modified Discrete Cosine Transform (MDCT) of a real signal x is

given by:

e point MDCT is actually redundant, with only N/2 unique points. It can be

shown that:

- MDCT [ ] = ~ MDCT — — J ( ' )

The inverse MDCT (IMDCT) is given by



Unlike the DFT and SDFT, the MDCT is not perfectly invertible:

x
MDcτ n] ≠ - Instead x

rMDC
r n

li
s a time-aliased version of x[n] :

After manipulation of (6), a relation between the MDCT and the SDFT of a real

signal x may be formulated:

In other words, the MDCT may be expressed as the magnitude of the SDFT

modulated by a cosine that is a function of the angle of the SDFT.

In many audio processing applications, it is useful to compute the DFT of

consecutive overlapping, windowed blocks of an audio signal x. One refers to this

overlapped transform as the Short-time Discrete Fourier Transform (STDFT). Assuming

that the signal x is much longer than the transform length TV, the STDFT at bin k and

block t is given by:

where wA[n] is the analysis window of length N and M is the block hopsize. A Short-

time Shifted Discrete Fourier Transform (STSDFT) and Short-time Modified Discrete

Cosine Transform (STMDCT) may be defined analogously to the STDFT. One refers to

these transforms as SO 7-[ , ] and X MDCT{k,t\ , respectively. Because the DFT and

SDFT are both perfectly invertible, the STDFT and STSDFT may be perfectly inverted

by inverting each block and then overlapping and adding, given that the window and

hopsize are chosen appropriately. Even though the MDCT is not invertible, the

STMDCT may be made perfectly invertible with M=NIl and an appropriate window

choice, such as a sine window. Under such conditions, the aliasing given in Eqn. (9)

between consecutive inverted blocks cancels out exactly when the inverted blocks are

overlap added. This property, along with the fact that the N point MDCT contains N/2

unique points, makes the STMDCT a perfect reconstruction, critically sampled filterbank

with overlap. By comparison, the STDFT and STSDFT are both over-sampled by a



factor of two for the samehopsize. As a result, the STMDCT has become the most

commonly used transform for perceptual audio coding.

Disclosure of the Invention

Power Spectrum Estimation

One common use of the STDFT and STSDFT is to estimate the power spectrum

of a signal by averaging the squared magnitude of X DFT[k,t] or X SDFT [k,t] over many

blocks t. A moving average of length blocks may be computed to produce a time-

varying estimate of the power spectrum as follows:

These power spectrum estimates are particularly useful for computing various

objective loudness measures of a signal, as is discussed below. It will now be shown that

PSDFT[k,t] may be approximated from X MDcτ\k,t] under certain assumptions. First,

define:

Using the relation in (10), one then has:

If one assumes that IXso ]! an co-vary relatively independently across

blocks , an assumption that holds true for most audio signals, one can write:

If one further assumes that s distributed uniformly between 0 and 2π over

the ^blocks in the sum, another assumption that generally holds true for audio, and if T is

relatively large, then one may write



because the expected value of cosine squared with a uniformly distributed phase angle is

one half. Thus, one may see that the power spectrum estimated from the STMDCT is

equal to approximately half of that estimated from the STSDFT.

Rather than estimating the power spectrum using a moving average, one may

alternatively employ a single-pole smoothing filter as follows:

where the half decay time of the smoothing filter measured in units of transform blocks is

given by

In this case, it can be similarly shown tha if T is relatively

large.

For practical applications, one determines how large T should be in either the

moving average or single pole case to obtain a sufficiently accurate estimate of the power

spectrum from the MDCT. To do this, one may look at the error between PSDFT[k,t] and

2PMDCT\k, t] for a given value of T. For applications involving perceptually based

measurements and modifications, such as loudness, examining this error at every

individual transform bin k is not particularly useful. Instead it makes more sense to

examine the error within critical bands, which mimic the response of the ear's basilar

membrane at a particular location. In order to do this one may compute a critical band

power spectrum by multiplying the power spectrum with critical band filters and then

integrating across frequency:

Here C6[A:] represents the response of the filter for critical band b sampled at the

frequency corresponding to transform bin k. FIG. 1 shows a plot of critical band filter

responses in which. 40 bands are spaced uniformly along the Equivalent Rectangular

Bandwidth (ERB) scale, as defined by Moore and Glasberg (B. C. J. Moore, B. Glasberg,



T. Baer, "A Model for the Prediction of Thresholds, Loudness, and Partial Loudness,"

Journal of the Audio Engineering Society, Vol. 45, No. 4, April 1997, pp. 224-240). Each

filter shape is described by a rounded exponential function, as suggested by Moore and

Glasberg, and the bands are distributed using a spacing of ERB.

One may now examine the error between n for various

values of T for both the moving average and single pole techniques of computing the

power spectrum. FIG. 2a depicts this error for the moving average case. Specifically, the

average absolute error (AAE) in dB for each of the 40 critical bands for a 10 second

musical segment is depicted for a variety of averaging window lengths T. The audio was

sampled at a rate of 44100 Hz, the transform size was set to 1024 samples, and the

hopsize was set at 512 samples. The plot shows the values of T ranging from 1 second

down to 15 milliseconds. One notes that for every band, the error decreases as T

increases, which is expected; the accuracy of the MDCT power spectrum depends on T

being relatively large. Also, for every value of T, the error tends to decrease with

increasing critical band number. This may be attributed to the fact that the critical bands

become wider with increasing center frequency. As a result, more bins k are grouped

together to estimate the power in the band, thereby averaging out the error from

individual bins. As a reference point, one notes that an AAE of less that 0.5 dB may be

obtained in every band with a moving average window length of 250 ms or more. A

difference of 0.5 dB is roughly equal to the threshold below which a human is unable to

reliably discriminate level differences.

FIG. 2b shows the same plot, but for and computed using

a one pole smoother. The same trends in the AAE are seen as those in the moving

average case, but with the errors here being uniformly smaller. This is because the

averaging window associated with the one pole smoother is infinite with an exponential

decay. One notes that an AAE of less than 0.5 dB in every band may be obtained with a

decay time JOf 60 ms or more.

For applications involving loudness measurement and modification, the time

constants utilized for computing the power spectrum estimate need not be any faster than

the human integration time of loudness perception. Watson and Gengel performed

experiments demonstrating that this integration time decreased with increasing frequency;

it is within the range of 150-175 ms at low frequencies (125-200 Hz or 4-6 ERB) and 40-

60 ms at high frequencies (3000-4000 Hz or 25-27 ERB) (Charles S. Watson and Roy W.



Gengel, "Signal Duration and Signal Frequency in Relation to Auditory Sensitivity"

Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, Vol. 46, No. 4 (Part 2), 1969, pp. 989-997).

One may therefore advantageously compute a power spectrum estimate in which the

smoothing time constants vary accordingly with frequency. Examination of FIG. 2b

indicates that such frequency varying time constants may be utilized to generate power

spectrum estimates from the MDCT that exhibit a small average error (less that 0.25 dB)

within each critical band.

Filtering

Another common use of the STDFT is to efficiently perform time-varying

filtering of an audio signal. This is achieved by multiplying each block of the STDFT

with the frequency response of the desired filter to yield a filtered STDFT:

W = H{k,t]X DFT[k,t] (16)

The windowed IDFT of each block of YDFT[k,t2 is equal to the corresponding

windowed segment of the signal x circularly convolved with the IDFT of H[k,t] and

multiplied with a synthesis window ws [«] :

where the operator ((*)) indicates modulo- . A filtered time domain signal, y , is then

produced through overlap-add synthesis of y ω T[n,t] . If hω FT\n,t\ in (15) is zero for

n>P, where P<N, and yvA[ή\ is zero for n>N-P, then the circular convolution sum in Eqn.

(17) is equivalent to normal convolution, and the filtered audio signal y sounds artifact

free. Even if these zero-padding requirements are not fulfilled, however, the resulting

effects of the time-domain aliasing caused by circular convolution are usually inaudible if

a sufficiently tapered analysis and synthesis window are utilized. For example, a sine

window for both analysis and synthesis is normally adequate.

An analogous filtering operation may be performed using the STMDCT:

WrtM] =H[k,t]X MDCT[k,t] (18)

In this case, however, multiplication in the spectral domain is not equivalent to

circular convolution in the time domain, and audible artifacts are readily introduced. To

understand the origin of these artifacts, it is useful to formulate as a series of matrix

multiplications the operations of forward transformation, multiplication with a filter

response, inverse transform, and overlap add for both the STDFT and STMDCT.



Representing yω FT[n,t] , n=0...N-l, as the NxI vector and x[n +Mt], n=0...N-\, as

the NxI vector x' one can write:

where

W = NxN matrix with wA[ή\ on the diagonal and zeros elsewhere

A DFT =NxN DFT matrix

H' = NxN matrix with H[k,t] on the diagonal and zeros elsewhere

Ws = NxN matrix with ws [n] on the diagonal and zeros elsewhere

atri x encompassing the entire transformation

With thehopsize set to M=NIl, the second half and first half of consecutive blocks

are added to generate Nil points of the final signal y . This may be represented through

matrix multiplication as:

where

I = (N/2XN/2) identity matrix

0 = (N/2xN/2) matrix of zeros

atri x combining transforms and overlap add

An analogous matrix formulation of filter multiplication in the MDCT domain

may be expressed as:



where

A
SDFT xN SDFT matrix

I = x identity matrix

D = NxN time aliasing matrix corresponding to the time aliasing in

Eqn. (9)

atri x encompassing the entire transformation

Note that this expression utilizes an additional relation between the MDCT and

the SDFT that may be expressed through the relation:

MDCT = SDFT ( + ) (22)

where D is an NxN matrix with - 1 ' s on the off-diagonal in the upper left quadrant and 1' s

on the off diagonal in the lower left quadrant. This matrix accounts for the time aliasing

shown in Eqn. 9. A matrix V ' DCT incorporating overlap-add may then be defined

analogously to

One may now examine the matri ce , >
an< ° r a

particular filter H[k, t] in order to understand the artifacts that arise from filtering in the

MDCT domain. With N=512, consider a filter H[k, t\ , constant over blocks t, which

takes the form of a brick wall low-pass filter as shown in FIG. 3a. The corresponding

impulse response, h,DFT[n,t] , is shown in FIG. Ib.

With both the analysis and synthesis windows set as sine windows, FIGS. 4a and

4b depict gray scale images of the matri ce and corresponding to H[k,t\

shown in FIG. 1a. In these images, the x and y axes represent the columns and rows of

the matrix, respectively, and the intensity of gray represents the value of the matrix at a

particular row/column location in accordance with the scale depicted to the right of the

image. The matrix is formed by overlap adding the lower and upper halves of the



matrix TD' FT . Each row of the matrix VD'FT can be viewed as an impulse response that is

convolved with the signal x to produce a single sample of the filtered signal y . Ideally

each row should approximately equal hω T[n,t] shifted so that it is centered on the

matrix diagonal. Visual inspection of FIG. 4b indicates that this is the case.

FIGS. 5a and 5b depict gray scale images of the matrices T DCT and VMDCT for

the same filter H[k,t] . One sees in T cr that the impulse response hlDFT\n,t\ is

replicated along the main diagonal as well as upper and lower off-diagonals

corresponding to the aliasing matrix D in Eqn. (19). As a result, an interference pattern

forms from the addition of the response at the main diagonal and those at the aliasing

diagonals. When the lower and upper halves of M' DCr are added to produce V c7. , the

main lobes from the aliasing diagonals cancel, but the interference pattern remains.

Consequently, the rows of V cr do not represent the same impulse response replicated

along the matrix diagonal. Instead the impulse response varies from sample to sample in

a rapidly time-varying manner, imparting audible artifacts to the filtered signal y .

Now consider a filterH[k,t] shown in FIG. 6a. This is the same low-pass filter

from FIG. Ia but with the transition band widened considerably. The corresponding

impulse response, htDFT[n,t], is shown in FIG. 6b, and one notes that it is considerably

more compact in time than the response in FIG. 3b. This reflects the general rule that a

frequency response that varies more smoothly across frequency will have an impulse

response that is more compact in time.

FIGS. 7a and 7b depict the matrices ΥD'FT and VDFT corresponding to this

smoother frequency response. These matrices exhibit the same properties as those shown

in FIGS. 4a and 4b.

FIGS. 8a and 8b depict the matrices ' DCT
an

M' DCT °r m e s a e smooth

frequency response. The matrix TMDCT does not exhibit any interference pattern because

the impulse response hlDFT[n,t] is so compact in time. Portions of hIDFT[n,t] significantly

larger than zero do not occur at locations distant from the main diagonal or the aliasing

diagonals. The matrix V 7. is nearly identical to VDFr except for a slightly less than

perfect cancellation of the aliasing diagonals, and as a result the filtered signal y is free of

any significantly audible artifacts.



It has been demonstrated that filtering in MDCT domain, in general, may

introduce perceptual artifacts. However, the artifacts become negligible if the filter

response varies smoothly across frequency. Many audio applications require filters that

change abruptly across frequency. Typically, however, these are applications that change

the signal for purposes other than a perceptual modification; for example, sample rate

conversion may require a brick-wall low-pass filter. Filtering operations for the purpose

of making a desired perceptual change generally do not require filters with responses that

vary abruptly across frequency. As a result, such filtering operations may be applied in

the MDCT domain without the introduction of objectionable perceptual artifacts. In

particular, the types of frequency responses utilized for loudness modification are

constrained to be smooth across frequency, as will be demonstrated below, and may

therefore be advantageously applied in the MDCT domain.

Best Modefor Carrying Out the Invention
Aspects of the present invention provide for measurement of the perceived

loudness of an audio signal that has been transformed into the MDCT domain. Further

aspects of the present invention provide for adjustment of the perceived loudness of an

audio signal that exists in the MDCT domain.

Loudness Measurement in the MDCT Domain

As was shown above, properties of the STMDCT make loudness measurement

possible and directly using the STMDCT representation of an audio signal. First, the

power spectrum estimated from the STMDCT is equal to approximately half of the power

spectrum estimated from the STSDFT. Second, filtering of the STMDCT audio signal

can be performed provided the impulse response of the filter is compact in time.

Therefore techniques used to measure the loudness of an audio using the STSDFT

and STDFT may also be used with the STMDCT based audio signals. Furthermore,

because many STDFT methods are frequency-domain equivalents of time-domain

methods, it follows that many time-domain methods have frequency-domain STMDCT

equivalent methods.

FIG. 9 shows a block diagram of a loudness measurer or measuring process

according to basic aspects of the present invention. An audio signal consisting of

successive STMDCT spectrums (901), representing overlapping blocks of time samples,

is passed to a loudness-measuring device or process ("Measure Loudness") 902. The

output is a loudness value 903.



Measure Loudness 902

Measure Loudness 902 may represent one of any number of loudness

measurement devices or processes such as weighted power measures and psychoacoustic-

based measures. The following paragraphs describe weighted power measurement.

FIGS. 10a and 10b show block diagrams of two general techniques for objectively

measuring the loudness of an audio signal. These represent different variations on the

functionality of the Measure Loudness 902 shown of FIG. 9.

FIG. 10a outlines the structure of a weighted power measuring technique

commonly used in loudness measuring devices. An audio signal 1001 is passed through a

Weighting Filter 1002 that is designed to emphasize more perceptibly sensitive

frequencies while deemphasizing less perceptibly sensitive frequencies. The power 1005

of the filtered signal 1003 is calculated (by Power 1004) and averaged (by Average 1006)

over a defined time period to create a single loudness value 1007. A number of different

standard weighting filters exist and are shown in FIG. 11. In practice, modified versions

of this process are often used, for example, preventing time periods of silence from being

included in the average.

Psychoacoustic-based techniques are often also used to measure loudness. FIG.

10b shows a generalized block diagram of such techniques. An audio signal 1001 is

filtered by Transmission Filter 1012 that represents the frequency varying magnitude

response of the outer and middle ear. The filtered signal 1013 is then separated into

frequency bands (by Auditory Filter Bank 1014) that are equivalent to, or narrower than,

auditory critical bands. Each band is then converted (by Excitation 1016) into an

excitation signal 1017 representing the amount of stimuli or excitation experienced by the

human ear within the band. The perceived loudness or specific loudness for each band is

then calculated (by Specific Loudness 1018) from the excitation and the specific loudness

across all bands is summed (by Sum 1020) to create a single measure of loudness 1007.

The summing process may take into consideration various perceptual effects, for

example, frequency masking. In practical implementations of these perceptual methods,

significant computational resources are required for the transmission filter and auditory

filterbank.

In accordance with aspects of the present invention, such general methods are

modified to measure the loudness of signals already in the STMDCT domain.

In accordance with aspects of the present invention, FlG. 12a shows an example

of a modified version of the Measure Loudness device or process of FIG. 10a. In this



example, the weighting filter may be applied in the frequency domain by increasing or

decreasing the STMDCT values in each band. The power of the frequency weighted

STMDCT may then calculated in 1204, taking into account the fact that the power of the

STMDCT signal is approximately half that of the equivalent time domain or STDFT

signal. The power signal 1205 may then averaged across time and the output may b e

taken as the objective loudness value 903.

In accordance with aspects of the present invention, FIG. 12b shows an example

of a modified version of the Measure Loudness device or process of FIG. 10b. In this

example, the Modified Transmission Filter 1212 is applied directly in the frequency

domain by increasing or decreasing the STMDCT values in each band. The Modified

Auditory Filterbank 1214 accepts as an input the linear frequency band spaced STMDCT

spectrum and splits or combines these bands into the critical band spaced filterbank

output 10 15. The Modified Auditory Filterbank also takes into account the fact that the

power of the STMDCT signal is approximately half that of the equivalent time domain or

STDFT signal. Each band is then converted (by Excitation 1016) into an excitation signal

1017 representing the amount of stimuli or excitation experienced b y the human ear

within the band. The perceived loudness or specific loudness for each band is then

calculated (by Specific Loudness 1018) from the excitation 1017 and the specific

loudness across all bands is summed (by Sum 1020) to create a single measure of

loudness 903.

Implementation Detailsfor WeightedPower Loudness Measurement

A s described previously, X MDCτ[k,t\ representing the STMDCT is an audio signal

x where k is the bin index and t is the block index. To calculate the weighted power

measure, the STMDCT values first are gain adjusted or weighted using the appropriate

weighting curve (A, B, C) such as shown in FIG. 11. Using A weighting as an example,

the discrete A-weighting frequency values, Aw[k] , are created by computing the A -

weighting gain values for the discrete frequencies, iscrete where

where

and where F5 the sampling frequency in samples per second.



The weighted power for each STMDCT block t is calculated as the sum across

frequency bins k of the square of the multiplication of the weighting value and twice the

STMDCT power spectrum estimate given in either Eqn. 13a or Eqn. 14c.

The weighted power is then converted to units of dB as follows:

LA[t] = l 0 .log
1Q

(p A[t]) (26)

Similarly, B and C weighted as well as unweighted calculations may be

performed. In the unweighted case, the weighting values are set to 1.0.

Implementation Details for Psychoacoustic Loudness Measurement

Psychoacoustically-based loudness measurements may also be used to measure

the loudness of an STMDCT audio signal.

Said WO 2004/1 11994 A2 application of Seefeldt et al discloses, among other

things, an objective measure of perceived loudness based on a psychoacoustic model.

The power spectrum values, Putocή kJ], derived from the STMDCT coefficients 901

using Eqn. 13a or 14c, may serve as inputs to the disclosed device or process, as well as

other similar psychoacoustic measures, rather than the original PCM audio. Such a

system is shown in the example of FIG. 10b.

Borrowing terminology and notation from said PCT application, an excitation

signal E[b, t]approximating the distribution of energy along the basilar membrane of the

inner ear at critical band b during time block may be approximated from the STMDCT

power spectrum values as follows:

where T\lc\ represents the frequency response of the transmission filter and Cb[k]

represents the frequency response of the basilar membrane at a location corresponding to

critical band b, both responses being sampled at the frequency corresponding to transform

bin k. The filters C [ ] may take the form of those depicted in FIG. 1.

Using equal loudness contours, the excitation at each band is transformed into an

excitation level that would generate the same loudness at IkHz. Specific loudness, a

measure of perceptual loudness distributed across frequency and time, is then computed

from the transformed excitation, E lkHz[b,t] , through a compressive non-linearity:



where TQιkH is the threshold in quiet at IkHz and the constants G and a are chosen to

match data generated from psychoacoustic experiments describing the growth of

loudness. Finally, the total loudness, L, represented in units of sone, is computed by

summing the specific loudness across bands:

For the purposes of adjusting the audio signal, one may wish to compute a

matching gain, GMatch[t] , which when multiplied with the audio signal makes the loudness

of the adjusted audio equal to some reference loudness, LREF , as measured by the

described psychoacoustic technique. Because the psychoacoustic measure involves a

non-linearity in the computation of specific loudness, a closed form solution for GUalch[t]

does not exist. Instead, an iterative technique described in said PCT application may be

employed in which the square of the matching gain is adjusted and multiplied by the total

excitation, E[b,t] , until the corresponding total loudness, L, is within some tolerance of

the reference loudness, The loudness of the audio may then be expressed in dB

with respect to the reference as:

Applications of STMDCT based loudness measurement

One of the main virtues of the present invention is that it permits the measurement

and modification of the loudness of low-bit rate coded audio (represented in the MDCT

domain) without the need to fully decode the audio to PCM. The decoding process

includes the expensive processing steps of bit allocation, inverse transform, etc. By

avoiding some of the decoding steps the processing requirements, computational

overhead is reduced. This approach is beneficial when a loudness measurement is desired

but decoded audio is not needed. Applications include loudness verification and

modification tools such as those outlined in United States Patent Application

2006/0002572 Al, of Smithers et al., published January 5, 2006, entitled "Method for

correcting metadata affecting the playback loudness and dynamic range of audio

information," where, often times, the loudness measurement and correction are performed



in the broadcast storage or transmission chain where access to the decoded audio is not

needed. The processing savings provided by this invention also help make it possible to

perform loudness measurement and metadata correction (for example, changing a Dolby

Digital DIALNORM metadata parameter to the correct value) on a large number of low-

bitrate compressed audio signals that are being transmitted in real-time. Often, many

low-bitrate coded audio signals are multiplexed and transported in MPEG transport

streams. The existence of efficient loudness measurement techniques allows loudness

measurement on a large number of compressed audio signals when compared to the

requirements of fully decoding the compressed audio signals to PCM to perform the

loudness measurement.

FIG. 13 shows a way of measuring loudness without employing aspects of the

present invention. A full decode of the audio (to PCM) is performed and the loudness of

the audio is measured using known techniques.. More specifically, low-bitrate coded

audio data or information 1301 is first decoded by a decoding device or process

("Decode") 1302 into an uncompressed audio signal 1303. This signal is then passed to a

loudness-measuring device or process ("Measure Loudness") 1304 and the resulting

loudness value is output as 1305.

FIG. 14 shows an example of a Decode process 1302 for a low-bitrate coded

audio signal. Specifically, it shows the structure common to both a Dolby Digital decoder

and a Dolby E decoder. Frames of coded audio data 1301 are unpacked into exponent

data 1403, mantissa data 1404 and other miscellaneous bit allocation information 1407 by

device or process 1402. The exponent data 1403 is converted into a log power spectrum

1406 by device or process 1405 and this log power spectrum is used by the Bit Allocation

device or process 1408 to calculate signal 1409, which is the length, in bits, of each

quantized mantissa. The mantissas 141 1 are then unpacked or de-quantized in device or

process 1410 and combined with the exponents 1409 and converted back to the time

domain by the Inverse Filterbank device or process 1412. The Inverse Filterbank also

overlaps and sums a portion of the current Inverse Filterbank result with the previous

Inverse Filterbank result (in time) to create the decoded audio signal 1303. In practical

decoder implementations, significant computing resources are required to perform the Bit

Allocation, De-Quantize Mantissas and Inverse Filterbank processes. More details on the

decoding process can be found in the A/52A document cited above.

FIG. 15 shows a simple block diagram of aspects of the present invention. In this

example, a coded audio signal 1301 is partially decoded in device or process 1502 to



retrieve the MDCT coefficients and the loudness is measured in device or process 902

using the partially decoded information. Depending on how the partial decoding is

performed, the resulting loudness measure 903 may be very similar to, but not exactly the

same as, the loudness measure 1305 calculated from the completely decoded audio signal

1303. However, this measure may be close enough to provide a useful estimate of the

loudness of the audio signal.

FIG. 16 shows an example of a Partial decode device or process embodying

aspects of the present invention and as shown in example of FIG. 15. In this example, no

inverse STMDCT is performed and the STMDCT signal 1303 is output for use in the

Measure Loudness device or process.

In accordance with aspects of the present invention, partial decoding in the

STMDCT domain results in significant computational savings because the decoding does

not require a filterbank processes.

Perceptual coders are often designed to alter the length of the overlapping time

segments, also called the block size, in conjunction with certain characteristics of the

audio signal. For example Dolby Digital uses two block sizes; a longer block of 5 12

samples predominantly for stationary audio signals and a shorter block of 256 samples for

more transient audio signals. The result is that the number of frequency bands and

corresponding number of STMDCT values varies block by block. When the block size is

512 samples, there are 256 bands and when the block size is 256 samples, there are 128

bands.

There are many ways that the examples of Figs 13 and 14 can handle varying

block sizes and each way leads to a similar resulting loudness measure. For example, the

De-Quantize Mantissas process 805 may be modified to always output a constant number

of bands at a constant block rate by combining or averaging multiple smaller blocks into

larger blocks and spreading the power from the smaller number of bands across the larger

number of bands. Alternatively, the Measure Loudness methods could accept varying

block sizes and adjust their filtering, Excitation, Specific Loudness, Averaging and

Summing processes accordingly, for example by adjusting time constants.

An alternative version of the present invention for measuring the loudness of

Dolby Digital and Dolby E streams may be more efficient but slightly less accurate.

According to this alternative, the Bit Allocation and De-Quantize Mantissas are not

performed and only the STMDCT Exponent data 1403 is used to recreate the MDCT

values. The exponents can be read from the bit stream and the resulting frequency



spectrum can be passed to the loudness measurement device or process. This avoids the

computational cost of the Bit Allocation, Mantissa De-Quantization and Inverse

Transform but has the disadvantage of a slightly less accurate loudness measurement

when compared to using the full STMDCT values.

Experiments performed using standard loudness audio test material have shown

that the psychoacoustic loudness values computed using only the partially decoded

STMDCT data are very close to the values computed using the same psychoacoustic

measure with the original PCM audio data. For a test set of 32 audio test pieces, the

average absolute difference between LdB computed using PCM and quantized Dolby

Digital exponents was only 0.093 dB with a maximum absolute difference of 0.54 dB.

These values are well within the range of practical loudness measurement accuracy.

Other PerceptualAudio Codecs

Audio signals coded using MPEG2-AAC can also be partially decoded to the

STMDCT coefficients and the results passed to an objective loudness measurement

device or process. MPEG2-AAC coded audio primarily consists of scale factors and

quantized transform coefficients. The scale factors are unpacked first and used to unpack

the quantized transform coefficients. Because neither the scale factors nor the quantized

transform coefficients themselves contain enough information to infer a coarse

representation of the audio signal, both must be unpacked and combined and the resulting

spectrum passed to a loudness measurement device or process. Similarly to Dolby Digital

and Dolby E, this saves the computational cost of the inverse filterbank.

Essentially, for any coding system where partially decoded information can

produce the STMDCT or an approximation to the STMDCT of the audio signal, the

aspect of the invention shown in FIG. 15 can lead to significant computational savings.

Loudness Modification in the MDCT Domain

A further aspect of the invention is to modify the loudness of the audio by altering

its STMDCT representation based on a measurement of loudness obtained from the same

representation. FIG. 17 depicts an example of a modification device or process. As in

the FIG. 9 example, an audio signal consisting of successive STMDCT blocks (901) is

passed to the Measure Loudness device or process 902 from which a loudness value 903

is produced. This loudness value along with the STMDCT signal are input to a Modify

Loudness device or process 1704, which may utilize the loudness value to change the

loudness of the signal. The manner in which the loudness is modified may be



alternatively or additionally controlled by loudness modification parameters 1705 input

from an external source, such as an operator of the system. The output of the Modify

Loudness device or process is a modified STMDCT signal 1706 that contains the desired

loudness modifications. Lastly, the modified STMDCT signal may be further processed

by an Inverse MDCT device or function 1707 that synthesizes the time domain modified

signal 1708 by performing an IMDCT on each block of the modified STMDCT signal

and then overlap-adding successive blocks.

One specific embodiment of the FIG. 17 example is an automatic gain control

(AGC) driven by a weighted power measurement, su ch as the A-weighting. In such a

case, the loudness value 903 may be computed as the A-weighted power measurement

given in Eqn. 25. A reference power measuremen representing the desired loudness

of the audio signal, may be provided through the loudness modification parameters 1705.

From the time-varying power measurement PA[t] and the reference power one may

then compute a modification gain

that is multiplied with the STMDCT signal MOCΛ ] to produce the modified

STMDCT signal

In this case, the modified STMDCT signal corresponds to an audio signal whose

average loudness is approximately equal to the desired reference . Because the gain

G[t] varies from block-to-block, the time domain aliasing of the MDCT transform, as

specified in Eqn. 9, will not cancel perfectly when the time domain signal 1708 is

synthesized from the modified STMDCT signal of Eqn. 33. However, if the smoothing

time constant used for computing the power spectrum estimate from the STMDCT is

large enough, the gain G[t] will vary slowly enough so that this aliasing cancellation

error is small and inaudible. Note that in this case the modifying gain G[t] is constant

across all frequency bins k, and therefore the problems described earlier in connection

with filtering in the MDCT domain are not an issue.

In addition to AGC, other loudness modification techniques may be implemented

in a similar manner using weighted power measurements. For example, Dynamic Range



Control (DRC) may be implemented by computing a gain G[t] as a function of PA[t] so

that the loudness of the audio signal is increased when PA[t] is small and decreased when

PA[t] is large, thus reducing the dynamic range of the audio. For such a DRC

application, the time constant used for computed the power spectrum estimate would

typically be chosen smaller than in the AGC application so that the gain G[t] reacts to

shorter-term variations in the loudness of the audio signal.

One may refer to the modifying gain G[t], as shown in Eqn. 32, as a wideband

gain because it is constant across all frequency bins k. The use of a wideband gain to

alter the loudness of an audio signal may introduce several perceptually objectionable

artifacts. Most recognized is the problem of cross-spectral pumping, where variations in

the loudness of one portion of the spectrum may audibly modulate other unrelated

portions of the spectrum. For example, a classical music selection might contain high

frequencies dominated by a sustained string note, while the low frequencies contain a

loud, booming timpani. In the case of DRC described above, whenever the timpani hits,

the overall loudness increases, and the DRC system applies attenuation to the entire

spectrum. As a result, the strings are heard to "pump" down and up in loudness with the

timpani. A typical solution involves applying a different gain to different portions of the

spectrum, and such a solution may be adapted to the STMDCT modification system

disclosed here. For example, a set of weighted power measurements may be computed,

each from a different region of the power spectrum (in this case a subset of the frequency

bins k), and each power measurement may then be used to compute a loudness

modification gain that is subsequently multiplied with the corresponding portion of the

spectrum. Such "multiband" dynamics processors typically employ 4 or 5 spectral bands.

In this case, the gain does vary across frequency, and care must be taken to smooth the

gain across bins k before multiplication with the STMDCT in order to avoid the

introduction of artifacts, as described earlier.

Another less recognized problem associated with the use of a wideband gain for

dynamically altering the loudness of an audio signal is a resulting shift in the perceived

spectral balance, or timbre, of the audio as the gain changes. This perceived shift in

timbre is a byproduct of variations in human loudness perception across frequency. In

particular, equal loudness contours show us that humans are less sensitive to lower and

higher frequencies in comparison to midrange frequencies, and this variation in loudness

perception changes with signal level; in general, the variations in perceived loudness



across frequency for a fixed signal level become more pronounced as signal level

decreases. Therefore, when a wideband gain is used to alter the loudness of an audio

signal, the relative loudness between frequencies changes, and this shift in timbre may be

perceived as unnatural or annoying, especially if the gain changes significantly.

In said International Publication Number WO 2006/047600, a perceptual loudness

model described earlier is used both to measure and to modify the loudness of an audio

signal. For applications such as AGC and DRC, which dynamically modify the loudness

of the audio as a function of its measured loudness, the aforementioned timbre shift

problem is solved by preserving the perceived spectral balance of the audio as loudness is

changed. This is accomplished by explicitly measuring and modifying the perceived

loudness spectrum, or specific loudness, as shown in Eqn. 28. In addition, the system is

inherently multiband and is therefore easily configured to address the cross-spectral

pumping artifacts associated with wideband gain modification. The system may be

configured to perform AGC and DRC as well as other loudness modification applications

such as loudness compensated volume control, dynamic equalization, and noise

compensation, the details of which may be found in said patent application.

As disclosed in said International Publication Number WO 2006/047600, various

aspects of the invention described therein may advantageously employ an STDFT both to

measure and modify the loudness of an audio signal. The application also demonstrates

that the perceptual loudness measurement associated with this system may also be

implemented using a STMDCT, and it will now be shown that the same STMDCT may

be used to apply the associated loudness modification. Eqn. 28 show one way in which

the specific loudness, N\b,t\ , may be computed from the excitation, E\b, t] . One may

refer genetically to this function as Ψ {-} , such that

N[b,t] ψ {E[b,t]} (33)

The specific loudness N[b,t] serves as the loudness value 903 in FIG. 17 and is

then fed into the Modify Loudness Process 1704. Based on loudness modification

parameters appropriate to the desired loudness modification application, a desired target

specific loudness N[b,t] is computed as a function _p{-} of the specific loudness N[b,t] :

N[b,t] F{N[b,t]} (34)



Next, the system solves for gains G\b,t\ , which when applied to the excitation,

result in a specific loudness equal to the desired target. In others words, gains are found

that satisfy the relationship:

Sever techniques are described in said patent application for finding these gains.

Finally, the gains G[b,t] are used to modify the STMDCT such that the difference

between the specific loudness measured from this modified STMDCT and the desired

target N[b,t] is reduced. Ideally, the absolute value of the difference is reduced to zero.

This may be achieved by computing the modified STMDCT as follows:

where Sb[k] is a syn esis filter response associated with band b and may be set equal to

the basilar membrane filter [ :] in Eqn. 27. Eqn. 36 may be interpreted as multiplying

the original STMDCT by a time-varying filter response H[k,t\ where

It was emonstrated earlier that artifacts may be introduced when applying a

general filter H{k,t\ to the STMDCT as opposed to the STDFT. However, these artifacts

become perceptually negligible if the filter varies smoothly across frequency.

With the synthesis filters Sb[k] chosen to be equal to the basilar membrane filter

responses Cb[k] and the spacing between bands b chosen to be fine enough, this

smoothness constraint may be assured. Referring back to FIG. 1, which shows a plot of

the synthesis filter responses used in a preferred embodiment incorporating 40 bands, one

notes that the shape of each filter varies smoothly across frequency and that there is a

high degree of overlap between adjacent filters. As a result, the filter response H[k,t] ,

which is a linear sum of all the synthesis filters Sb[k], is constrained to vary smoothly

across frequency. In addition, the gains G[b,t] generated from most practical loudness

modification applications do not vary drastically from band-to-band, providing an even

stronger assurance of the smoothness ofH k .

FIG. 18a depicts a filter response H[k,t] corresponding to a loudness

modification in which the target specific loudness N[b, t] was computed simply by



scaling the original specific loudness N[b,t] by a constant factor of 0.33. One notes that

the response varies smoothly across frequency. FIG. 18b shows a gray scale image of the

matrix MDCΓ corresponding to this filter. Note that the gray scale map, shown to the

right of the image, has been randomized to highlight any small differences between

elements in the matrix. The matrix closely approximates the desired structure of a single

impulse response replicated along the main diagonal.

FIG. 19a depicts a filter response H\k, t] corresponding to a loudness

modification in which the target specific loudness N[b,t] was computed by applying

multiband DRC to the original specific loudness N[b, t] . Again, the response varies

smoothly across frequency. FIG. 19b shows a gray scale image of the corresponding

matrix V j pcr , again with a randomized gray scale map. The matrix exhibits the desired

diagonal structure with the exception of a slightly imperfect cancellation of the aliasing

diagonal. This error, however, is not perceptible.

Implementation

The invention may be implemented in hardware or software, or a combination of

both (e.g. , programmable logic arrays). Unless otherwise specified, algorithms and

processes included as part of the invention are not inherently related to any particular

computer or other apparatus. In particular, various general-purpose machines may be

used with programs written in accordance with the teachings herein, or it may be more

convenient to construct more specialized apparatus (e.g., integrated circuits) to perform

the required method steps. Thus, the invention may be implemented in one or more

computer programs executing on one or more programmable computer systems each

comprising at least one processor, at least one data storage system (including volatile and

non-volatile memory and/or storage elements), at least one input device or port, and at

least one output device or port. Program code is applied to input data to perform the

functions described herein and generate output information. The output information is

applied to one or more output devices, in known fashion.

Each such program may be implemented in any desired computer language

(including machine, assembly, or high level procedural, logical, or object oriented

programming languages) to communicate with a computer system. In any case, the

language may be a compiled or interpreted language.



Each such computer program is preferably stored on or downloaded to a storage

media or device (e.g., solid state memory or media, or magnetic or optical media)

readable by a general or special purpose programmable computer, for configuring and

operating the computer when the storage media or device is read by the computer system

to perform the procedures described herein. The inventive system may also be considered

to be implemented as a computer-readable storage medium, configured with a computer

program, where the storage medium so configured causes a computer system to operate in

a specific and predefined manner to perform the functions described herein.

A number of embodiments of the invention have been described. Nevertheless, it

will be understood that various modifications may be made without departing from the

spirit and scope of the invention. For example, some of the steps described herein may be

order independent, and thus can be performed in an order different from that described.



Claims

1. A method for processing an audio signal represented by the Modified Discrete

Cosine Transform (MDCT) of a time-sampled real signal, comprising

measuring the loudness of the transformed audio signal, and

modifying, at least in part in response to said measuring, the loudness of the

transformed audio signal.

2. A method according to claim 1wherein measuring the loudness includes taking

a measure of the power of the transformed audio signal.

3. A method according to claim 2 wherein said measure is an estimate.

4. A method according to claim 2 or claim 3 wherein said measure of the power

of the transformed audio signal is a measure of its power spectrum.

5. A method according to any one of claims 1-4 wherein said modifying

comprises gain modifying each of one or more frequency bands of the transformed audio

signal.

6. A method according to claim 5 wherein when gain modifying more than one

frequency band the variation or variations in gain from frequency band to frequency band

is smooth in the sense of the smoothness of the responses of critical band filters.

7. A method according to claim 5 wherein when gain modifying more than one

frequency band the variation or variations in gain from frequency band to frequency band

is smooth so that artifacts are reduced.

8. A method according to claim 6 or claim 7 wherein said gain modifying is a

function of the power of the transformed audio signal.

9. A method according to claim 8 wherein said gain modifying is also a function

of a reference power.



10. A method according to any one of claims 1-9 wherein said measuring the

loudness employs a spectral weighting of the power of the transformed audio signal.

11. A method according to any one of claims 1-9 wherein said measuring the

loudness measures the perceptual loudness of the transformed audio signal.

12. A method according to any one of claims 1-1 1 wherein said measuring the

loudness employs a smoothing time constant commensurate with the integration time of

human loudness perception or slower.

13. A method according to claim 12 wherein the smoothing time constant varies

with frequency.

14. Apparatus adapted to perform the methods of any one of claims 1 through 13.

15. A computer program, stored on a computer-readable medium for causing a

computer to perform the methods of any one of claims 1 through 13.

16. Apparatus for processing an audio signal represented by the Modified

Discrete Cosine Transform (MDCT) of a time-sampled real signal, comprising

means for measuring the loudness of the transformed audio signal, and

means for modifying, at least in part in response to said means for measuring, the

loudness of the transformed audio signal.

17. Apparatus according to claim 16 wherein said means for measuring the

loudness includes means for taking a measure of the power of the transformed audio

signal.

18. Apparatus according to claim 17 wherein said measure is an estimate.

19. Apparatus according to claim 17 or claim 18 wherein said measure of the

power of the transformed audio signal is a measure of its power spectrum.



20. Apparatus according to any one of claims 16-19 wherein said means for

modifying comprises means for gain modifying each of one or more frequency bands of

the transformed audio signal.

21. Apparatus according to claim 20 wherein when gain modifying more than one

frequency band the variation or variations in gain from frequency band to frequency band

is smooth in the sense of the smoothness of the responses of critical band filters.

22. Apparatus according to claim 20 wherein when gain modifying more than one

frequency band the variation or variations in gain from frequency band to frequency band

is smooth so that artifacts are reduced.

23. Apparatus according to claim 2 1 or claim 22 wherein said means for gain

modifying is responsive to the power of the transformed audio signal.

24. Apparatus according to claim 23 wherein said means for gain modifying is

also responsive to a reference power.

25. Apparatus according to any one of claims 16-24 wherein said means for

measuring the loudness employs a spectral weighting of the power of the transformed

audio signal.

26. Apparatus according to any one of claims 16-24 wherein said means for

measuring the loudness measures the perceptual loudness of the transformed audio signal.

27. Apparatus according to any one of claims 16-26 wherein said means for

measuring the loudness employs a smoothing time constant commensurate with the

integration time of human loudness perception or slower.

28. Apparatus according to claim 27 wherein the smoothing time constant varies

with frequency.
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